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Got Destructive Creativity?
Before you misinterpret the article to be
about economy or finance, let me first
elucidate the meaning of the word
‘destructive creativity’ for this article. This is
simply about the creative minds and their
creativity which is somehow; more inclined
towards the destruction. Though creativity is
about creation and destruction is its antonym;
some of the patrons of the creative league
believe in creating destruction itself!
This doesn’t necessarily imply one is suffering
from any personal agony against the world.
Sometimes creative guys just voluntarily set
forth towards exploring the creative avenues of destruction. Surprisingly; some of the
‘destructive jobs’ pretty much need, a creative touch.
Here are top three jobs in the world that require immense level of destructive
creativity...
Job#1 Game Designers
Gaming is an avenue where wars, crime, guns, bombs,
violence and all sorts of torturous tactics co-exist. It’s a
place where all that cannot be done in real life, can be
done. Be it cute games like ‘Angry Birds’ or the most
advanced war games like ‘Call of Duty’, there is always a
vibrant scope for all sorts of destruction in the gaming
industry. If you’ve got a creative gaming freak in you, this
would be your nirvana. Moreover, it’s a booming industry
with awesome packages to offer.
Job#2 Action/Stunt Directors
What’s a hero who doesn’t even know how to stop the
villain and what’s a villain, who can’t even destroy the
world! This situation in the film industry is the very
indicator of the demand of creative destruction in the
movies. Cinema deals with defying and refining the
realities of life on the screen. The action guys have to
not only have an ability to explode all the cars chasing
the hero in the movie, but also make it realistic enough

for the audience’s hearts to pop off their seats. Film industry has witnessed
remarkable evolution in the action and stunt quality in the past few decades,
making it nearly impossible for the viewers to differentiate between the real and the
virtual. So, this is one place to be, if you’ve got the right action hunger.
Job#3 Defence Operation Heads
On a serious note; this is a place, where not
anyone can get. It’s so, for because nothing here;
is fake. Bombs, guns, grenades, RPGs, tanks, life
and death; everything is simply real. This is a job
where only true patriotism, dedication and war
experience can take you. However, this does not
undermine the level of creativity that is required for
making action plans. Doing the right thing at right
time and that too; with minimal damages possible
is not an easy task. Surprising the enemy and
accomplishing the objective before he comes out
of the shock; is the level of creativity, the operation heads need. If you’ve got it all,
go for it, soldier boy.
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